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2
Test-retest reliability of lifting and carrying
in a 2-day functional capacity evaluation

M.F. Reneman, P.U. Dijkstra, M. Westmaas, L.N.H. Göeken. Journal of Occupational
Rehabilitation 2002, 12, 269-275.
Reprinted with permission of Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers

Abstract

The objectives of this study were to establish test-retest reliability of lifting and
carrying of a functional capacity evaluation (FCE) on two consecutive days and
to verify the need for a two-day protocol. A cohort of 50 patients (39 men, 11
women) with nonspecific low back pain were evaluated using a two-day FCE
protocol. Intra-class Correlations (ICC) were calculated for weight lifted and
carried. Predictive relationships between test and retest were explored by means
of a regression analysis. The results were lifting low ICC=0.87, lifting overhead
ICC=0.87, carrying ICC=0.77. Performances on day 2 were on average 6-9% higher.
Other than the amount of weight handled on day 1, no variable was found to
predict performance on day 2. It was concluded that test-retest reliability of lifting
and carrying is good, and the need for a two-day protocol could not be confirmed.
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Introduction

Functional capacity evaluations (FCE) are instruments to assess a person’s functional
capacity. They consist of a number of different activities. All activities combined
provide a comprehensive picture of an individual’s functional capacity related to
the functional demands of the work. FCEs are used widely for several decades, but
information regarding the psychometric properties is limited1-4.

Two of the activities assessed in FCEs are lifting and carrying. Substantial levels of
inter- and intra-rater reliability of observing safety and effort level are reported5-9.
Good test-retest reliability (ICC values ranging from 0.78 to 0.94) is reported by
Gross and Battie9. The subjects in that study, however, were allowed to rest 2 to 4
days between sessions. This is different from the standardized protocol. The
reliability of the FCE-scores measured on two consecutive testing days has not been
studied. The first objective of this study was to determine test-retest reliability of
lifting and carrying of the Isernhagen Work Systems FCE (IWS FCE).

In order to meet consumer’s demand, it has been stated that the amount of time
spent on FCEs should be reduced4 and that an FCE should be conducted in a single
session (2). Of the many commercially available FCEs, the IWS FCE is one of the
few to conduct testing over two consecutive days4. Lifting and carrying are retested
on the second day. This two-day format is used to verify accuracy and to evaluate
the effect of the first day assessment on the client10. Based on the difference in
second day results, a clinical determination is made whether to retest other activities
as well. A review of 30 charts has been conducted to support this assertion. One
out of every 5 patients was found to be performing differently on day 2 of the FCE10.
No peer-reviewed data, however, are available. Therefore, the second objective was
to study the necessity to conduct testing over two consecutive days. If patients
perform different on the second day of testing, a two-day testing format seems
appropriate to avoid over- or underrating the patient’s capacities. This difference
should be statistically significant and clinically relevant. When patients as a group
perform similarly, but individuals do not, indicators should be identified that predict
major differences in next-day results. Only those individuals meeting these indicators
should be retested.

Methods

Patients
Inclusion: cohort of patients with non-specific chronic low back pain (CLBP)
admitted for an FCE by a staff physiatrist. Exclusion: co-morbidity, strong behavioral
or psychological problems, as confirmed by a staff psychologist. Setting: occupational
assessment center of a university rehabilitation center in the Netherlands.
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Materials
Standardized IWS FCE materials were used: a commercially available plastic
receptacle (dimensions: 40 × 30 × 26 cm), a wall mounted system with adjustable
shelves and weights of 4, 2 and 1 kg.

Procedures
Standardized procedures were performed as documented in the IWS FCE procedure
manual11. Near full length FCEs were performed (handgrip and dexterity testing
were not tested). Total testing time was 4 to 5 hours; 3 hours on day one and 1 to 2
hours on day two. The items studied are retested on the second day of the FCE.
Testing time of these three items was 20-30 minutes on both days. Basic
demographic data, pain intensity ratings and Waddell signs12 were collected on day
one.

• Lifting low: the receptacle was lifted from a table (80 cm), the patient turned 90°,
lowered the receptacle to the floor, briefly touched the floor, lifted towards an upright
position, turned back 90° and returned the receptacle to its original position. This
was repeated 5 times within 90 s.

• Lifting overhead: the receptacle was lifted from the table, the patient took one step
backward, elevated the receptacle, rested it on the highest shelf (hands/handles at
crown level), then returned the receptacle to its original position. This was repeated
5 times within 90 s.

• Short carry: the patient lifted the receptacle from the table, turned 90°, walked 1.2
meters, turned 90°, rested it on another table, then returned the receptacle on its
original position. This was repeated 5 times within 90 s.

All sets of 5 repetitions were repeated 4-5 times on both days. The load was increased
after a set was completed and when criteria for test-termination were not met. These
criteria were: heart rate reached 85% of age-related maximum, patient wished to
stop, or the observer determined that further testing is unsafe for the patient.
Maximum weight transferred safely (kilograms), time to complete 5 repetitions
(seconds) as well as perceived effort (CR-10 score13) were documented on the FCE
form. Patients were not informed on their testing results until all testing was
completed (end of day two). One observer, trained, licensed and experienced in
administering FCEs tested all patients.

Statistical analysis
Intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC), model one-way random, single rating
(also referred to as ICC (1,1)14) was used to analyze reliability. A paired student’s t-
test was used to test the differences in performance between test and retest.

Pearson’s r, Spearman’s rho and Somers’ d correlation coefficients were used
to express associations between variables of interest and performance on day 2 of
the FCE. Variables correlating significantly were entered as independent variables
in a linear regression analysis (stepwise forward method) to predict second day
performance (dependent variable).
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Interpretation
ICC values > 0.75 were interpreted as good reliability14.

Results

Patients
A total of 50 CLBP patients (39 males, 11 females) were included. Characteristics
are presented in table 1. Duration of current episode of CLBP was between 6 and
12 months in 13 patients and 12 or more months in 37 patients. Of the population,
19 were not working due to CLBP, 14 worked part-time (1-20 hours), 16 worked
full-time (21-40 hours).

Table 1 Characteristics of patient population (N=50)

Characteristics Mean Sd. Min-max

Age (years) 38.8 8.7 23-58
Pain intensity lowest last week(0-10) 2.6 2.1 0-6
Pain intensity highest last week (0-10) 7.0 2.2 0-10
Waddell’s non-organic signs (0-5) 1.3 1.3 0-5

Test-retest reliability
Results of test, retest and ICC values are presented in table 2. Mean performances
are higher on the second day of testing. The increase on day 2 was 6% for lifting
low, 6% for lifting overhead, and 9% for carrying. These differences are statistically
significant for all three activities (p<.01).

Table 2 The amount of weight handled maximally (kg) on both days and differences
between test and retest (kg). Test-retest reliability expressed in ICC

Test Retest Mean 95%CI of 
Activity Mean (Sd.) Mean (Sd) difference difference ICC

Lifting low 28.5 (9.8) 30.2 (9.0) -1.7 -3.0 to -0.4 0.87
Lifting overhead 17.3 (4.8) 18.4 (4.9) -1.2 -1.8 to -0.5 0.87
Carrying 35.1 (9.2) 38.2 (8.9) -3.1 -4.7 to -1.5 0.77

ICC: Intra-class Correlation Coefficient, model one-way random, single measure
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Two day protocol
In daily practice of FCEs, individual patients are tested rather than groups. It was
determined how many individuals performed differently on the second day, as well
as the amount of the differences (Table 3).

Table 3 Variance of second day performance

Identical* Worse* Better*
n / % n / % range (kg) n / % range (kg)

Lifting low (n=48) 17 / 35% 10 / 21% 2-8 21 / 44% 2-16
Lifting high (n=47) 23 / 49% 4 / 8% 2-4 20 / 43% 2-8
Carrying (n=48) 12 / 25% 4 / 8% 4-16 32 / 67% 2-16*

* Identical: performance day 2 = performance day 1
* Worse: performance day 2 < performance day 1
* Better: performance day 2 > performance day 1

Can the performance of day 2 be predicted? An exploration of variables that may
associate with performance on day 2 of testing is presented in table 4. All variables
associating significantly (p<.05) were entered as independent variable into a stepwise
forward regression analysis (dependent variable: second day performance). Results
are presented in table 5. Variables that did not contribute significantly to the equation
of the regression analysis are not presented.

Table 4  Exploration of variables associating with the results of the second day of testing

Variable Lifting low Lifting overhead Carrying

Gender1 0.80** 0.83** 0.67**
Duration episode2 0.03 0.01 0.06
Working status3 0.15 0.18 0.32*
Pain intensity lowest2 0.09 0.00 -0.12
Pain intensity highest2 0.20 0.18 0.20
Waddel NOS3 -0.21 0.29* 0.25
Performance day 1 (kg)2 0.89** 0.89** 0.82**
Performance day 1 (sec)2 0.22 -0.21 -0.03
Perceived effort day 1 (CR-10)2 -0.18 -0.34* -0.31

*: p<0.05
**: p<0.01

1: asymmetric Somers’ d (performance dependent variable)
2: Pearson’s r
3: Spearman’s rho
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Table 5 Results of the linear regression analysis to predict second day performance
(dependent variable)

Indep. Variable ß 95% CI of ß R2 change R2 sum

Lifting low 0.81
Performance day 1 0.7 0.6 to 0.9 0.79
Gender 3.9 0.5 to 7.2 0.02
Constant 6.1 2.5 to 9.8
Lifting overhead 0.84
Performance day 1 0.8 0.6 to 1.0 0.80
Gender 3.1 1.1 to 5.0 0.04
Constant 2.4 -0.1 to 5.0
Carrying 0.70
Performance day 1 0.8 0.6 to 1.0 0.68
Constant 10.3 4.4 to 16.2

Discussion

The results indicate good test-retest reliability of three activities of the IWS FCE.
The need for a two-day protocol to verify accuracy and evaluate the effect of the first
day assessment on the client10 could not be confirmed. The procedures are reliable
and the average performances relatively stable. Naturally, individual performances
vary between the days. On average, second day performances were higher (6-9%).
Although the increase in performance is statistically significant, it may be debated
whether the magnitude of this increase is clinically relevant. Three reasons are
postulated to argue this.
1. Whether a person is able to lift 28.5 or 30.2 kg, on both occasions will he/she

be qualified as being able to perform heavy work, as defined by the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles15.

2. Both 28.5 and 30.2 kg well exceed the recommended weight limit (23 kg)
defined by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health16.

3. Safety is not challenged when a return to work recommendation is based on
day 1 results only, because when compared to the results of day 2, the average
day 1 results are a slightly conservative representation of a patient’s capacities.

Additionally, factors other than the ones measured in an FCE, for example
psychological factors and work satisfaction, also influence a successful return to
work process, and may be of greater importance17. Because of good test-retest
reliability, the limited relevance of the increase in performance, and cost-
containment, we cannot justify the need for a two-day protocol in a general sense.
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In daily practice FCEs are performed on individual patients, rather than groups of
patients. Some individuals may still need retesting when their test results are at or
close to a critical level and/or when relevant differences in performance between
days are expected. It is difficult, however, to identify those individuals. The
performance of day 1 is a major predictor for the second day results. Gender by
itself adds a few percent to the prediction. The influence of gender is already
accounted for in the performance of day 1. None of the other variables correlated
significantly with performances of all three activities. We did not, however, control
for all variables that may predict performance on the second day. Future studies
should, for example, control for motivation, physical deconditioning and pain
behavior during testing. Additionally, the stability of test performance of patients
with diagnoses other than CLBP it is not known and should be studied separately.

This study was conducted in a clinical setting with regular clinical procedures. The
evaluator was, therefore, not blinded to the results of the first day of testing.
Theoretically, this could have effected the observer’s judgements, and in turn have
effected the patients’ test results. Out of four criteria for test termination, two involve
evaluator determinations (safety and strength level). Without having controlled for
this, it is our experience that the other criteria (heart-rate and patient request)
occurred far more frequently. The inter- and intra-rater reliability of the observer
determinations are high (ref; introduction). It is, therefore, unlikely that the evaluator
has had a major impact on the end results. Consequently, performances on both
days may be attributed to the patient’s characteristics and testing behavior. The
assumption that it is the patient who accounts for a majority of the variance, rather
than the observer and/or the occasion, is consistent with the findings of Gross and
Battie9, who did control for sources of variance.

From a physiological point of view, the interval between the testing sessions should
be long enough to enable full recovery. Because the patients in our study had only
one day of recovery between sessions, it may be questioned whether full recovery
had taken place. When physical recovery were to be incomplete, the results on day
2 should have been lower. Our data, however, does not confirm this assumption.
This might indicate that physical recovery has not influenced the results of day 2.
Another explanation may be that the patients did not perform to their maximal
physical abilities during testing on day 1. A validated measure to assess a person’s
individual physical intensity level is currently unavailable. Future studies should
address this phenomenon.
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